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WASTE MANAGEMENT AT GARGAON COLLEGE

Gargaon College has taken several initiatives for management of degradable and non
degradable waste and promote a sustainable and environmentally friendly campus. 

Waste management refers to the creation and removal of several types of trash,
including food, paper, plastic, glass, dust, building, and so on, in addition to
recycling. Moreover, wasted material resources that may be better used through
recycling, repair, and reuse are commonly found in solid waste. Solid waste
generation and management are hot topics. The improper disposal of rubbish might
put everyone in risk. 

The Gargaon College fraternity is aware of the quantity, kind, and current
management of trash generated on campus as well as appropriate disposal and reuse
practices. Tree droppings on campus contribute significantly to the quantity of solid
waste generated. On campus, there are leaf composting trenches where dry leaves
may be turned into manure. In this sense, students are also encouraged to
participate. 



Efforts have been made to reduce the overall quantity of waste created by college staff

offices by making use of all available municipal and private recycling resources, such as

glass, cans, white, coloured, and brown paper, plastic bottles, batteries, print cartridges,

cardboard, and furniture. Biodegradable waste (leaves and food waste) is composted in

leaf composting pits, whilst organic rubbish (food waste) is converted into organic

manure in vermi-composting machines. 

This report represents the assessment and analysis of the current state of solid waste

management at Gargaon College. Solid waste management is a crucial aspect of

environmental sustainability, and this report aims to identify areas core methods

adopted for its effective management. At the time of collection, separate dustbins are

provided for plastic and biodegradable waste. Old, single-sided papers are recycled for

writing and printing in all sectors, and printing on both sides is encouraged. The

remaining old newspapers are given to neighborhood sellers, while old magazines are

archived. A small number of old newspapers are kept for future study, issue analysis,

etc. Very little plastic waste (0.1 kg per day) is produced in the department, office,

garden, and other locations. It is neither recycled nor categorised at the time of

creation. Trash made of metal and wood is collected and delivered to authorised scrap

dealers for additional processing. The municipal collection facility is where current

plastic garbage and e-waste are disposed of. Solid waste is collected by the municipal

corporation, which then disposes of it in accordance with its policies.

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT



The unrecyclable waste materials are disposed of in collaboration with
the Nazira Municipal Board.



a) Waste segregation:

Segregating waste begins in the classroom. Each classroom is equipped with a trashcan,

and the common spaces have two dustbins: one for biodegradable materials and

another for non-biodegradable ones. There are dry and wet garbage cans in the

corridors in front of the classrooms.

Dustbins & pits 



b) Production of Vermicompost



c) Campus Free of Plastic:

Gargaon College has strict restrictions regarding the usage of single-use plastics and

outright prohibits its use. Increasing environmental awareness is one of the key tasks.

By building notice boards and running awareness campaigns, it is achieved. It was

recently instituted by the institution to place used water bottles in banks of plastic

bottles. These bottles are recycled by students to make flowerpots, home accents, and

other practical items. Bags and plastic bottles can also be used to grow seedlings, fill

vermicompost to sell, and other purposes.





REUSE OF PLASTIC AND ITS IMPLICATION: At a Glance

Vegetables grown in Organic
Garden

Collection of plastic bottles

Transfer of saplings to Organic
Garden

Separation of plastic bottles

Transfer of saplings to Green
House

Collection of vegetables for
distribution

Growth of saplings

Vegetables distribution
to girls hostel

Soil addition for germination



Rationality of Plastic Bottle bank construction

Plastic bottle banks have been constructed at crucial places of the campus
for the reuse of used plastic bottles. It serves the following functions:

 By providing a designated place for students to dispose of their
plastic bottles, colleges can help mitigate plastic pollution by
ensuring proper recycling and disposal practices.

 To foster a culture of environmental awareness as a tangible reminder
recycling and reducing plastic waste so as to adopt more sustainable
habits. of

 The use of plastic bottles for germination and growth of saplings. The
saplings once grown are then transferred to either the Green house
or the organic garden of the college. The plants are grown organically
by using the leaf compost from the vermicomposting units. Once the
vegetables mature and ripe, those are plucked and distributed to the
boarders of the hostel.



College policy on Ban of single use Plastics



MoU with Simaluguri Municipal Board

The residual plastics are taken by Simaluguri Municipal Board for further recycling
at their end as part of its MoU with Gargaon College 
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Snippets of workshops regarding Plastic waste management
and upcycling

Students also conduct exhibitions to show case the items upcycled from

plastic bottles etc.

Workshops are also conducted in the adopted village to help enhance

the livelihood of people especially women by converting wasted plastic

into bricks, earrings, decorative items etc., which can be sold by them. 

To raise awareness and build skills among the stakeholders of the college

and the community for upcycling of plastics workshops and training

programs are held from time to time. 



Vermicomposting Units at College



Organic Garden



Media Coverage



Cleanliness Drive by Teacher and student



Youtube Videos



Liquid Waste Management

Biomedical Waste Management

It is essential to manage biological waste in order to stop the spread of illnesses,

save the environment, and promote public health. Materials produced in labs,

healthcare facilities, and research facilities that might be hazardous to the

environment or public health because they are radioactive, poisonous, or

contagious are categorised as biomedical waste.Biomedical waste is created in very

tiny quantities at the institute, but it is disposed of carefully and correctly.

Waste water management, also referred to as liquid waste management, is an

essential component of maintaining public health and the environment. In

order to avoid water contamination and guarantee the sustainable use of

water resources, liquid waste must be handled and treated properly.Chemicals

used in labs for chemistry, zoology, and botany are diluted before being

disposed of appropriately to get rid of any potentially dangerous materials,

even in trace levels. Chemical waste from the lab is disposed of safely, both

alkaline and acidic. It is not permitted to utilise radioactive or toxic

compounds in laboratories.



E-Waste Management

Hazardous Chemicals and radioactive waste Management

To avoid contaminating the environment, safeguard public health, and adhere

to legal requirements, managing radioactive waste and dangerous substances

is crucial. As of right now, these wastes are not produced on college

campuses.

The complex nature and possible health and environmental risks of e-waste

provide special concerns.Electronic equipment, parts, and accessories that

have been abandoned may contain dangerous elements, making them a type

of trash.Electronic component components include polychlorinated biphenyls

(PCBs), cadmium, lead, and mercury, which are harmful to the environment

and human health when present. Few electronic waste items are generated on

campus. Electronic garbage and damaged items from the computer lab are

stored properly. Encouraging the usage and recycling of e-waste as a symbol

of excellent practices, Gargaon College provides an Add-on course on

computer hardware networking. In order to dispose of E-waste in a scientific

way, the institute has decided to collaborate with a vendor to collect it from

the campus and transport it to a disposal location.



YouTube Links

Vermicompost Project 

Prepare Leaf Compost at College Campus 

One Day Workshop on Vermicompost for Green
Livelihood 

Making and using leaf compost at College campus 

https://youtu.be/ekJqe0YoVvg?si=5IrQ1U5ukk-yRC5J
https://youtu.be/ekJqe0YoVvg?si=5IrQ1U5ukk-yRC5J
https://youtu.be/TIVZLdhc2f0?si=rSJD014qAVa9QXOV
https://youtu.be/TIVZLdhc2f0?si=rSJD014qAVa9QXOV
https://youtu.be/FE9f7tKSPKs?si=hJokO38RoF5V_ePD
https://youtu.be/FE9f7tKSPKs?si=hJokO38RoF5V_ePD
https://youtu.be/FE9f7tKSPKs?si=hJokO38RoF5V_ePD
https://youtu.be/nB0Yhyg628c?si=0xGbVkSOTgpQDLlx
https://youtu.be/nB0Yhyg628c?si=0xGbVkSOTgpQDLlx



